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Digital filmmaking combines traditional movie-making conventions with HD video technology. A
daunting body of knowledge for anyone just getting started! If you are a newbie, this primer will
provide you with an easy to understand overview of current technology and production
strategies. It is a compilation of several articles and lessons from the Film School Online website
by NYU Film School's long time production supervisor, Lou LaVolpe. Length: approximately 40
pages.

From Publishers WeeklyMcGilligan ( Robert Altman ) summarizes the disdain of the male
heterosexual-dominated movie industry toward homosexual director George Cukor (1899-1983)
when he quotes producer Joseph L. Mankiewicz: "In a way, George Cukor was the first great
female director of Hollywood." Cukor, who received an Oscar for My Fair Lady , is not portrayed
as a persecuted innocent in this intriguing book; we're shown that he was promiscuous, petty
and, ironically, not above stereotyping homosexuals in his films. The book tells as well of the
decline of Hollywood's Golden Age because of competition from television, Red Scare
blacklisting and studio reorganizations. Interesting insights into Hollywood deal-making are also
provided. Photos not seen by PW.Copyright 1991 Reed Business Information, Inc.From Library
JournalCukor was one of the top directors of Hollywood's studio era, and was known as the
"women's director" for consistently drawing fine performances from his leading ladies. For as
significant a figure as Cukor, however, there is little available information aside from a handful of
critical studies of his films and a series of interviews conducted by Gavin Lambert, On Cukor ( LJ
9/1/72). This is the first full-fledged biography, and it is a good one. McGilligan ( Robert Altman:
Jumping off the Cliff , LJ 5/1/89) researched archival materials and interviewed scores of
backstage voices to fashion a compelling portrait of a homosexual artist working in a time and a
community wherein discretion regarding one's sexual orientation was necessary. McGilligan
places the open secret of this "double life" at the heart of Cukor's life and work. The book is rich
in anecdotes, gossip, and lore, and should appeal to general readers and movie buffs as well as
film scholars.- John Maxymuk, Rutgers Univ. Lib., Camden, N.J.Copyright 1991 Reed Business
Information, Inc.From Kirkus ReviewsRich character study of homosexual film-director Cukor,
famed for his handling of actresses, by McGilligan (Robert Altman: Jumping off the Cliff, 1989,
etc.). A Hungarian-American Jew with no interest in Judaism, Cukor spent his professional life
fearful of exposure as a gay--though nearly everyone knew that he was one. In his early years in
the theater, as a stage director in Rochester and on Broadway, homosexuality was commonly
accepted, although in the 30's Cukor tried in vain to have the ``moral turpitude'' clause removed
from his MGM contract. The 40's and 50's found gays less accepted and Cukor's fears justified.
Only once did scandal brush him, when he and a fellow gay looking for rough trade were



mugged by sailors--an incident hushed up by MGM. Cukor was famed for lavish parties and the
quiet Sunday get-togethers of his ``chief unit,'' or old-time gays. He resisted any deeper feelings
about sex, always paying off his young men in cash, even into his 80s. On the other side of his
double life, he was the only gay film director of major rank. His career included discovering
Katharine Hepburn, with whom he made ten films; directing Garbo in her greatest film, Camille,
and possibly her worst, Two-Faced Woman; directing Judy Garland in A Star Is Born, Marilyn
Monroe in Let's Make Love and her tragically ill-fated Something's Got to Give. Gable had him
fired from Gone with the Wind, claiming he couldn't work with ``a fairy.'' Cukor's other classics
included David Copperfield, Jean Harlow's Dinner at Eight, Ingrid Bergman's Gaslight, and
Hepburn's The Philadelphia Story, among many others. The past recaptured, keenly and
zestfully. Not to be missed. (Sixteen pages of b&w photographs--not seen.) -- Copyright ©1991,
Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights reserved.Read more
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DIGITAL FILMMAKING 101:Ten Essential Lessons for the Digital Video Noob101 SeriesVolume
2ByFilm School Online!Copyright © Film School Online!PrefaceWhile digital video (DV) has
been a boon for aspiring filmmakers, it is a double edged sword because there is just so much to
learn. First, there is the body of knowledge from a hundred years of traditional filmmaking, most
of which still applies today; and second, there is the newer digital technology, which is constantly
changing.As NYU Film School's production supervisor for the past twenty years, I can tell you
that the amount of information can be overwhelming, especially for the newbie filmmaker.
Consequently, the learning curve for making great movies is a bit longer, rather than shorter.The
good news is that the information for learning is readily available and the equipment is much
easier to use. Filmmaking has never been more rewarding.The "ten essential lessons," as I call
them, focus on the technology and strategies for digital filmmaking, including cameras, lighting,
and sound.The material is a compilation of several lessons and articles from the Film School
Online website. I hope that you find the information well worth the small investment.If you are
interested other aspects of digital filmmaking, please visit . There you will find tips, advice, and
online courses in all the key areas of filmmaking. Thanks for checking out the material and best
of luck in your creative endeavors.-Louis La VolpeTable of Contents Intro: The Digital
Filmmaking Revolution1. Understanding High Definition (HD) Video2. Video Camera Basics3.
Achieving the Film Look4. Recording Sound5. Micing Techniques6. Soft Lighting
Techniques7. Understanding RAW Files8. DSLR Cinematography9. The Video Imaging
Technician10. Film is Dead, R.I.P. 1888-2011Introduction:The Digital Filmmaking RevolutionThe
success of and shows that inexpensive video is indeed a viable medium for making a
marketable feature film. The amazing thing about The Blair Witch Project is that it was shot on
Hi-8, a low level video format, rather than the HD video that is available today. The camera had
one color chip instead of the standard three found in professional equipment. In addition, the
filmmakers used only a simple camera mounted light.The Blair Witch filmmakers pushed the
envelope with this approach. The images are not spectacular, yet it takes audiences only a few
minutes to adjust to the movie's grainy look and minimalist shooting style. As you may know, the
movie went on to make cinema history by earning over two hundred million dollars as of this
writing!Today, state-of-the-art digital equipment is capable of stunning quality. Audiences don't
know whether they are watching HD video or 35mm film. Just a few years ago, an expensive
35mm transfer was required for final distribution, but even this hurdle has disappeared with the
introduction of digital projection.Inexpensive broadcast quality equipment has democratized
both production and distribution. Ironically, however, it has opened the floodgates for
substandard movies. The reports that entries are at an all time high, but quality has fallen
dramatically.Why this sudden drop in quality? Why can one movie become a Blair Witch Project
and another fall by the wayside? Let's first examine the current technology and then take a look
at production strategies for success.Copyright © Film School Online!1Understanding High



Definition (HD) VideoThe concepts associated with high definition (HD) video can be confusing
to those of you unfamiliar with video camera function. If you are a beginning filmmaker, terms like
scan lines, SD, HD, and 4k technology, will certainly make your head spin!Fear not, for the
concepts are surprisingly straightforward. In this lesson, we will cover the basics of high
definition video and provide you with a working understanding of the terminology. In addition, we
will look at 4k technology, also known as ultra HD. This technology is used by the
groundbreaking Red One camera, introduced by the Red Digital Cinema Company in 2007.To
understand high definition video, we must start at the beginning and examine how images are
recorded by a video camera.RecordingThere are three mediums used to record video
images:magnetic taperemovable memory cardhard driveThe preferred medium for cameras is
removable memory card, discussed in detail later. Initially it was expected to be hard drive, but
removable cards proved to be simpler and more portable. Today, hard drives are primarily used
for editing, while magnetic tape is preferred for archiving.Although the hardware has moved from
analog to digital technology since the inception of video recording, the principles are essentially
the same. It's based on electromagnetism.The easiest way to illustrate the principles of
electromagnetism is with magnetic tape. The recording head is essentially an electromagnet,
which is activated by an electrical signal from the image processor. As the videotape travels over
the head, the iron particles in the tape are magnetized. This is, in essence, the recorded
image.Scan LinesThe video image is recorded one horizontal line at a time. These lines are
called scan lines and the process is known as scanning. If you look closely at a TV screen you
will see the scan lines. You probably can't see them on your computer monitor because the lines
are narrower than on a TV.DIGITAL FILMMAKING 101:Ten Essential Lessons for the Digital
Video Noob101 SeriesVolume 2ByFilm School Online!DIGITAL FILMMAKING 101:Ten Essential
Lessons for the Digital Video Noob101 SeriesVolume 2ByFilm School Online!Copyright © Film
School Online!Copyright © Film School Online!PrefaceWhile digital video (DV) has been a boon
for aspiring filmmakers, it is a double edged sword because there is just so much to learn. First,
there is the body of knowledge from a hundred years of traditional filmmaking, most of which still
applies today; and second, there is the newer digital technology, which is constantly
changing.As NYU Film School's production supervisor for the past twenty years, I can tell you
that the amount of information can be overwhelming, especially for the newbie filmmaker.
Consequently, the learning curve for making great movies is a bit longer, rather than shorter.The
good news is that the information for learning is readily available and the equipment is much
easier to use. Filmmaking has never been more rewarding.The "ten essential lessons," as I call
them, focus on the technology and strategies for digital filmmaking, including cameras, lighting,
and sound.The material is a compilation of several lessons and articles from the Film School
Online website. I hope that you find the information well worth the small investment.If you are
interested other aspects of digital filmmaking, please visit . There you will find tips, advice, and
online courses in all the key areas of filmmaking. Thanks for checking out the material and best
of luck in your creative endeavors.-Louis La VolpePrefaceWhile digital video (DV) has been a
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is Dead, R.I.P. 1888-2011Introduction:The Digital Filmmaking RevolutionThe success of and
shows that inexpensive video is indeed a viable medium for making a marketable feature film.
The amazing thing about The Blair Witch Project is that it was shot on Hi-8, a low level video
format, rather than the HD video that is available today. The camera had one color chip instead
of the standard three found in professional equipment. In addition, the filmmakers used only a
simple camera mounted light.The Blair Witch filmmakers pushed the envelope with this
approach. The images are not spectacular, yet it takes audiences only a few minutes to adjust to
the movie's grainy look and minimalist shooting style. As you may know, the movie went on to
make cinema history by earning over two hundred million dollars as of this writing!Today, state-
of-the-art digital equipment is capable of stunning quality. Audiences don't know whether they
are watching HD video or 35mm film. Just a few years ago, an expensive 35mm transfer was
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projection.Inexpensive broadcast quality equipment has democratized both production and
distribution. Ironically, however, it has opened the floodgates for substandard movies. The
reports that entries are at an all time high, but quality has fallen dramatically.Why this sudden
drop in quality? Why can one movie become a Blair Witch Project and another fall by the
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success of and shows that inexpensive video is indeed a viable medium for making a
marketable feature film. The amazing thing about The Blair Witch Project is that it was shot on
Hi-8, a low level video format, rather than the HD video that is available today. The camera had
one color chip instead of the standard three found in professional equipment. In addition, the
filmmakers used only a simple camera mounted light.The Blair Witch filmmakers pushed the
envelope with this approach. The images are not spectacular, yet it takes audiences only a few
minutes to adjust to the movie's grainy look and minimalist shooting style. As you may know, the
movie went on to make cinema history by earning over two hundred million dollars as of this
writing!Today, state-of-the-art digital equipment is capable of stunning quality. Audiences don't
know whether they are watching HD video or 35mm film. Just a few years ago, an expensive
35mm transfer was required for final distribution, but even this hurdle has disappeared with the
introduction of digital projection.Inexpensive broadcast quality equipment has democratized
both production and distribution. Ironically, however, it has opened the floodgates for
substandard movies. The reports that entries are at an all time high, but quality has fallen
dramatically.Why this sudden drop in quality? Why can one movie become a Blair Witch Project
and another fall by the wayside? Let's first examine the current technology and then take a look
at production strategies for success.Copyright © Film School Online!1Understanding High
Definition (HD) VideoThe concepts associated with high definition (HD) video can be confusing
to those of you unfamiliar with video camera function. If you are a beginning filmmaker, terms like
scan lines, SD, HD, and 4k technology, will certainly make your head spin!Fear not, for the
concepts are surprisingly straightforward. In this lesson, we will cover the basics of high
definition video and provide you with a working understanding of the terminology. In addition, we
will look at 4k technology, also known as ultra HD. This technology is used by the
groundbreaking Red One camera, introduced by the Red Digital Cinema Company in 2007.To
understand high definition video, we must start at the beginning and examine how images are
recorded by a video camera.RecordingThere are three mediums used to record video
images:magnetic taperemovable memory cardhard driveThe preferred medium for cameras is
removable memory card, discussed in detail later. Initially it was expected to be hard drive, but
removable cards proved to be simpler and more portable. Today, hard drives are primarily used
for editing, while magnetic tape is preferred for archiving.Although the hardware has moved from
analog to digital technology since the inception of video recording, the principles are essentially
the same. It's based on electromagnetism.The easiest way to illustrate the principles of
electromagnetism is with magnetic tape. The recording head is essentially an electromagnet,
which is activated by an electrical signal from the image processor. As the videotape travels over
the head, the iron particles in the tape are magnetized. This is, in essence, the recorded
image.Scan LinesThe video image is recorded one horizontal line at a time. These lines are
called scan lines and the process is known as scanning. If you look closely at a TV screen you
will see the scan lines. You probably can't see them on your computer monitor because the lines
are narrower than on a TV.1Understanding High Definition (HD) VideoThe concepts associated



with high definition (HD) video can be confusing to those of you unfamiliar with video camera
function. If you are a beginning filmmaker, terms like scan lines, SD, HD, and 4k technology, will
certainly make your head spin!Fear not, for the concepts are surprisingly straightforward. In this
lesson, we will cover the basics of high definition video and provide you with a working
understanding of the terminology. In addition, we will look at 4k technology, also known as ultra
HD. This technology is used by the groundbreaking Red One camera, introduced by the Red
Digital Cinema Company in 2007.To understand high definition video, we must start at the
beginning and examine how images are recorded by a video camera.Recording There are three
mediums used to record video images:magnetic taperemovable memory cardhard driveThe
preferred medium for cameras is removable memory card, discussed in detail later. Initially it
was expected to be hard drive, but removable cards proved to be simpler and more portable.
Today, hard drives are primarily used for editing, while magnetic tape is preferred for
archiving.Although the hardware has moved from analog to digital technology since the
inception of video recording, the principles are essentially the same. It's based on
electromagnetism.The easiest way to illustrate the principles of electromagnetism is with
magnetic tape. The recording head is essentially an electromagnet, which is activated by an
electrical signal from the image processor. As the videotape travels over the head, the iron
particles in the tape are magnetized. This is, in essence, the recorded image.Scan Lines The
video image is recorded one horizontal line at a time. These lines are called scan lines and the
process is known as scanning. If you look closely at a TV screen you will see the scan lines. You
probably can't see them on your computer monitor because the lines are narrower than on a TV.
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Caz, “GREAT INTRODUCTION TO THE WORLD OF DIGITAL VIDEO. Every young kid wielding
a T5i, 7D, 5D, 60D or other DSLR, should read this book. Filmmakers today are young, anxious
and fearless, AIM & SHOOT is the generation motto, so what if they don't know the correct F/
Stop! This way of thinking litters YouTube, Netflix, RedBox and cable networks starving for
content with GARBAGE! Learn the history of this art form, HISTORY is important, and this 0.99
cents book scratches the surface of these kids' career of choice. GREAT, QUICK read. I
recommend it 1,000xs over.”

POLOMiNT, “Short but sweet.. It's short and covers the common sense and very basics ground
for filming, you'll not read it and know everything there is to know about the film industry, but you
will understand how it got to be and why, and that's worth $0.99 in my opinion.”

BMovieFan, “Covers key concepts in an easy to follow manner. Covers key concepts in an easy
to follow manner. Decently written and put together. Nice to have in the toolkit of "how tos."”

Ebook Library Reader, “Technically Film. This publication is a valuable and comprehensive
overview, for those wanting an insight into aspects of film-making from a technical perspective.”

R. F., “Five Stars. perfect score.thanks.”

The book by Louis La Volpe has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 9 people have provided feedback.
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